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READING LIST

Selected Bank of England Documents
Systemic Risk Survey, 2017 H1
Instruments of macroprudential policy, 2011
The Financial Policy Committee’s approach to setting the countercyclical capital buffer, 2016
Financial Policy Committee’s Core Indicators

Text Modelling of Policy Interactions
Stephen Hansen, Michael McMahon and Andrea Prat, “Transparency and Deliberation within the FOMC: a Computational Linguistics Approach”

IMF Papers on Macroprudential Policy
International Monetary Fund, 2013, “Key Aspects of Macroprudential Policy.”

Papers on Interaction between Monetary and Macroprudential Policy
De Paoli, B. and M. Paustian (2013) ‘Coordinating monetary and macroprudential policies’, Federal Reserve Bank of New York Staff Reports No. 653

Papers on Financial Cycles

Papers on Policies for Credit-Funded Housing Booms